RESEARCH FACILITIES
The institute has well-equipped air-conditioned computer laboratories with an average PC-to-student ratio of 1:2. Researchers are given 24/7 access to research labs. A well-stocked library with extensive collections of reference, literature and textbooks, technical reports and standards as well as digital resources are available to students. A fully integrated multi-user Library Management Software allows automated software, cataloguing and circulation services along with an Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) facility.

HYDERABAD, INDIA’S BEST CITY
Hyderabad is a relatively safe city and is well connected by road, rail and air. Its moderate climate makes it a big draw for students and working professionals. Hyderabad has been ranked as the best city to live in India by Mercer’s Quality of Living (India) rankings for 5 years in a row, and has also been ranked No 1 in the JLL City Momentum Index (CMI) 2020, a global ranking of cities.
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IIIT Hyderabad is a residential institute hence, it’s compulsory that all students stay on campus. The 66-acre premises is conveniently located right in the heart of Hyderabad’s bustling IT corridor and well connected by public and private transport.

Many academic and research institutions such as the University of Hyderabad, Indian School of Business (ISB), TCS-CMC, Indian Immunologicals Limited (ILL) and Jawaharlal Nehru Institute of Development Banking (UNIDB) surround the institute. Major F&B hubs and malls as well as the closest railway station are just 10 minutes away.

**RECREATION**
Hosts have a gym as well as a physical trainer. Apart from the common gym that is open to all residents, the girls’ hostel houses a separate mini gym. Yoga classes are conducted regularly at a specially designated yoga hall. Other sports facilities on campus include tennis, basketball, volleyball, soccer and table tennis courts.

Students also participate in various clubs and activities organised by the Student Life Committee. Movie screenings, theatre workshops, talks, plays, dance and music performances contribute to a lively and spirited atmosphere on campus throughout the year.

**HOSTELS**
IIITH has three separate hostels for boys and two for girls on campus. The girls’ hostel wardens and hostel in charge stay on campus, as do several faculty and staff along with their families. The campus is efficiently guarded by 24-hour security at the hostels, main gate and all academic and administrative buildings. There’s just one entry and exit point so safety and security are never compromised.

Evenings on campus are a pleasant sight with well-lit streets and common areas surrounded by mature trees and lush greenery. A State Bank of India branch and 2 ATMs are also on the property.

**MESS OPTIONS**
There are 3 vegetarian (North, South and Yuktahat) and 1 non-vegetarian mess (Kadamb) on campus. Students can choose to dine at any mess. Kadamb serves non-veg five times a week. Spacious and modern kitchens cater healthy and nutritious meals. There are also canteens that serve snacks and beverages throughout the day and late into the evening.